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who you’re about to hire

nicole fermie
playful human in training

nf

experience
ux researcher // designation
january 2017 - july 2017 chicago
designed adaptive and responsive mobile and web interfaces
for a variety of products. used both quantitative and qualitative
human centred design research tools and practices to produce
low and high fidelity wireframes for:

culinary a charity that delivers restaurant meals to
patients on their chemotherapy treatment
care
days.

tripidee a travel planning platform that allows users to

education
ux/ui design
designation labs
january 2017 - july 2017
an immersive 24-week ux/ui design
course in chicago, illinois. i chose this
particular programme despite the
geographic relocation because of the indepth introduction to and application of
ucd thinking and processes using agile
methods on two live client projects and
two conceptual projects.
msc science, culture and communication
university of bath
october 2006 - december
2007
bsc (hons) biology
university of bath
october 2003 - june 2006

centralize and visually collate all trip ideas in one
place.

head of coffee // craft london ltd
july 2016 - january 2017 london
sourcing coffees from around the world for a major restaurant chain.
being at the interface between customers, clients and green coffee
exporters and coffee farmers, sparked my interest in service design
and finding ways to reconcile two very culturally disparate worlds.

wholesale account manager // alchemy coffee ltd
december 2015 - july 2016 london
interfacing between current and prospective wholesale clients.
inferring their specific needs and wants and tailoring equipment and
coffee contracts to meet both business and client goals.

roastery manager // counter productive ltd

august 2014 - december 2015 london
coffee purchasing, roasting, and quality control, often inviting
customers to help in the development of taste profiles, making this
my first truly agile and iterative work environment.

assistant manager // climpson and sons ltd
february 2013 - august 2014 london
nothing teaches you how to talk to customers at their most fragile
than working in a busy east london cafe. this position taught me the
value of active listening and empathy, and maintaining a cool head
under extreme stress.

tools
sketch
axure rp
invision
pop/marvel
zeplin

session and touring musician // top cat music ltd

languages

september 2006 - february 2013 bath
three-album record deal and heavy touring schedule with top
cat music ltd at real world studios. session singer for goldfrapp.
i learned the value of constantly iterative rehearsing, rewriting,
recording and performing

english (fluent) german (fluent)
french (working)

research intern // international atomic energy
agency, united nations vienna
july 2006 - september 2006 vienna and
july 2005 - september 2005 vienna

skills
competitive analyses
user interviews
journey mapping
affinity diagramming
card sorting

wireframing
prototyping
usability testing
information hierarchy
annotating wireframes

research and copy-editing of scientific papers. my time here developed
my love for domain research and translating complex scientific ideas
into more digestible content which meant constantly iterating early and
often by showing my work to non-technical readers to get their
feedback at every point ahead of submission.

